your backyard...their adventure

Playsets Catalog
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Welcome to Backyard Adventures
Thank you for including us in your search for a new playset! As you browse through
our catalog, you’ll focus first on all the things every parent holds dear – the safety
features, the durable construction of our playsets, the variety of accessories and
configurations, and the innovative value.
No catalog could possibly hold all the customized configurations available, so we
encourage you to visit your local Backyard Adventures dealer. There, knowledgeable
playset designers will work with you to customize the system that’s right for your
family, your budget, and your backyard.
Your dealer will learn about your yard and provide many playset options designed
to work with your unique landscape, always keeping in mind the need for a safe
play space. Many dealers will even visit your home to take measurements and help
you pick the right spot! Once you’ve selected your new play system, your dealer will
schedule a convenient time to assemble your playset right in your backyard.
Our innovative products, combined with service from your local dealer, guarantee a
memorable shopping experience. We know your time is valuable, so you’ll find it easy
to shop for a Backyard Adventures playset. Our goal is to make designing a playset as
simple as possible, without compromising quality.
Finally, we want you and your children to have fun with Backyard Adventures.
Everything we do is focused on providing healthy fun for your family. Running,
swinging, climbing, and jumping all build physical skills that improve endurance
and develop coordination. Social play helps children develop decision making skills
and build self-confidence. In addition, outdoor play improves your child’s health and
helps reduce the risk of childhood obesity. At Backyard Adventures we know that
imaginative play is a child’s work, and we build playsets that stimulate learning and
creativity. As you consider our variety of playset options, we know you’ll be satisfied
with the Backyard Adventures playset you choose.
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Treehouse playsets are the most modular, most customizable
playsets available. Every Treehouse is intended to be unique for
your family’s specific needs, which makes a Treehouse playset
perfect for a family with children of any age. The multi-level fort
design provides safe play for both younger and older children in the
same play system.
Peak playsets come standard with our most popular rock wall and other
climbing accessories, and their unique angled upright design creates a safe
place for the ever popular tire swivel swing. Peak playsets never compromise
on quality and are adjustable in relatively un-level yard settings.
Treehouse and Peak playsets are constructed with the highest quality, premium
materials and supreme engineering standards so you and your children can play
together. Our unmatched construction with our industry leading limited-lifetime
warranty guarantee your family a memorable play experience.
The game changing, all new Summit Outlook Series is the best value playset line ever
made! Summit Outlook play systems are engineered for children of all ages, and are the
highest quality playsets in their price range. Most importantly, Summit Outlook Series
introduces the first every hybrid style playset so you can enjoy both a lower playhouse and a tire
swivel swing in the same structure. No other manufacturer leads with this combination of quality
and innovation.
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Best of Backyard Adventures
1 Wood – Backyard Adventures uses all cedar
wood, a premium lumber for outdoor use. Our
cedar is free of toxic chemicals and certified to
meet and exceed all ASTM standards for playset
construction materials. Our lumber suppliers
practice sustainable forestry to ensure long-term
renew-ability and a healthy environment. Our
cedar is superior in strength and durability so
your playset will last longer. Cedar is naturally
resistant to bug infestation, rot, and decay.

8 Marine rope (no splintering) – Our rope is
marine grade for outdoor use. It does not splinter
like cheaper ropes so little hands always have a
secure, soft grip.

2 Flex walls – Our flex walls represent Backyard
Adventures’ commitment to innovation and
simplicity. Now you can easily add accessories
anytime by simply removing a flex wall panel to
create an activity zone.

10 Heavy duty swing hangers – Our commercial
grade ductile swing hangers are the strongest
swing hangers used on backyard playsets.

3 Compression clamps – The key structure joints
on our Treehouse Series and many accessories
are secured with compression clamps for
incredible strength. Our compression clamps
have tested twice as strong as traditional
bolt-through joints. The 90 degree and in-line
compression clamps ensure a strong and rigid
playset.
4 Floors – Our playset floors are built just like
your house! The floor joists, shear hangers, and
recessed floor design create a solid footing. Our
floors are noticeably stronger, ensuring safe play
for years to come.
5 Steel swing supports – The steel top plate and
side strips are additional safety features against
board failure. At Backyard Adventures, your
family’s safety is always our top priority.
6 Thick chains – Our exclusive ¼” powder-coated
chains are noticeably thicker and stronger.
7 Safe slides – Our exclusive Rocket Slide is
intelligently designed with high side walls and a
safe exit so even your younger children can slide
with confidence.
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9 Adjustable height swing beams, monkey
bars, and forts (Peak Series) – Our playsets are
designed for relatively un-level backyards. We
offer many features that adjust to fit the unique
contours of your landscape.

11 High quality stain – Our premium stain
enhances the natural beauty of cedar and
protects it from the elements.
12 Safety grip chains – The chains on our belt
swings, infant swings, and toddler buckets are
specifically designed for smaller hands with a
comfortable rubber coating.
13 Quarry Climbers – These incredible
rock climbing holds were hand sculpted by
professional rock climbers. Quarry Climbers can
be rotated to change the climbing experience as
your children get older.
14 Arched walls – Arched walls make entering a
playset easier and create a safer play area by not
leaving our forts wide open.
15 Grab handles – Grab handles are strategically
placed around the playset to ensure a safe play
experience for your children.

• Dealer service – Your local
dealer is the most valuable
asset when choosing a playset
for your family. Their friendly
staff members are product
experts, trained to teach you the
most relevant information about
selecting a backyard playset. Visiting
a dealer is fun for the whole family,
so take your kids and experience all
Backyard Adventures has to offer.
• Modular designs – Backyard
Adventures playsets are the most modular
designs available. Visit your local dealer
showroom to create a customized playset
that’s perfect for your family, backyard, and
budget.
• Best warranty – Backyard Adventures
warranties lead the industry in providing total
customer satisfaction. We stand behind every
playset we put our name on so you can be
confident in your choice to own a Backyard
Adventures playset.
• Space savers – Our space saving playsets
and features create the most play value
in small spaces. Ask your local dealer to
design a space saving playset for your
side yard or corner play space.
• Flat ladder steps and hand rails
– All ladders are standard with
flat steps and hand rails. This is
always the safest way into a fort
structure for children of all ages.
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Summit Outlook Series
Can I have your attention please! Calling all moms and dads, we
have some really BIG news…Would you like to customize a playset
without breaking the bank? Would you like to choose each play
feature for your children, not compromise on quality, and still have
money left over for that much needed family vacation? If so, this
unique line of high-quality playsets is exactly what you’ve been
looking for.
5’ High
Deck

We are proud to introduce the all new, totally innovative Summit
Outlook Series. There’s truly nothing like it in all the world of
playsets! With two deck sizes, two deck heights, two swing beam
heights, multi-deck configurations, lots of fun accessories, and a
beautiful new color palette, Summit Outlook play systems are the
new standard in low and mid-priced specialty playsets.
We have spent years developing this playset line, and as a result we
are confident Summit Outlook Series is the best value available. You
may first notice the new color palette of light brown and mahogany
colored stains that give these playsets a rich look, but there’s
even more. The all new, unique hybrid style option lets you design
playsets with both a lower playhouse and a tire swivel swing in the
same structure. You can’t find this innovative value anywhere else!

Adventure Outlook
Deck: 5’ x 4’ or 20 sq. ft.

• Modular design
• Tarp and Wood Roof options
• High quality construction
• Vertical upright and angled upright designs
• Multi-level vertical and angled upright hybrid designs
• Deck heights 5’ and 6’
• Swing heights 8’ and 9’
• Slide lengths 10’ and 12’
We know what matters most to you. We understand the value of
your time, the fact that each family is unique, and that one size
does not fit all for your backyard, your family, and your budget. As
you shop for a backyard playset, we encourage you to pay close
attention to every construction, design, and quality detail. With so
many value playsets that all look the same, you’ll see clearly how
we stand apart. We look forward to sharing our Summit Outlook
playsets with your family.
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6’ High
Deck

Olympian Outlook
Deck: 5’ x 4’ or 20 sq. ft.

Summit Outlook Base Fort Lineup

5’ High
Deck

5’ High
Deck

5’ High
Deck

Adventure Outlook XL

Adventure Summit

Adventure Summit XL

Deck: 5’ x 5’ or 25 sq. ft.

Deck: 5’ x 4’ or 20 sq. ft.

Deck: 5’ x 5’ or 25 sq. ft.

6’ High
Deck

6’ High
Deck

6’ High
Deck

Olympian Outlook XL

Olympian Summit

Olympian Summit XL

Deck: 5’ x 5’ or 25 sq. ft.

Deck: 5’ x 4’ or 20 sq. ft.

Deck: 5’ x 5’ or 25 sq. ft.
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NEW FOR 2021
Ultimate Climber may just be the coolest, most exciting, and challenging monkey bars system ever created. We loaded
this double-wide monkey bar with all kinds of strength, dexterity, and climbing features designed to help children be
healthy and succeed at new challenges.
The ultimate climber includes two sets of monkey bars supported by ultra-strong 4x6 timbers. One side of the monkey
bars is a traditional flat rung style and the other side is our new wave climber featuring an up and down climbing
experience. There are lots of hand-over-hand sliding bars and grips, a chin-up bar, cliff hanger grips, swinging gym
rings and trapeze bar, and the all new hanging ball grips. Ball grips are movable and create unlimited combinations
of hand to hand swinging rope challenges. Cliff hanger grips challenge even the strongest children with many expert
level climbing transitions. And of course the Ultimate Climber wouldn’t be complete without a built in fireman’s pole
for extra fun and a safe dismount.

Ultimate Climber
The Summit Outlook Ultimate Climber stands 6.5’ off the ground and attaches to
any Summit or Outlook fort structure. The incredible value of our totally unique,
industry leading ultimate climber keeps getting better when you pair it with a new
Loft and Loft Porch!
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Ultimate Climber, Loft XL, Cabin
Package, and Loft Porch

Kitchenette

Summit Outlook Loft XL

Summit Outlook Loft

We are really excited to share our new
kitchenette! The wooden cabinet can be
What could be better than all four of our new
installed in any lower playhouse or upper fort,
Summit Outlook products combined into one and it includes lots of fun food toys. The best
massive play system? Check out the incredible feature is our electronic stove top with moving
play value of each feature below!
blender, sizzling frying pan, and boiling pot.

Loft XL is a 5’ x 5’ play space on top of the
ultimate climber. The deck stands 7’ tall, so
our longest 14’ slides, 7’ tube slides, and 7’
open spiral slides are easy to add. You can also
enclose Loft XL with a cabin package for added
play value.

The Loft is a 5’ x 4’ play space on top of the
ultimate climber. This value oriented, high-inthe-sky fort is a perfect option for adding 14’
slides, 7’ tube slides’, or 7’ open spiral slides to
any Summit Outlook playset.

Summit Outlook Cabin Package
Cabin Packages turn any XL fort space into a
cabin in the woods, complete with doubledoors, windows with screens, and a cozy
enclosed feeling.

Summit Outlook Loft Porch
Loft Porch extends the play space of Loft XL
or Loft, adding an additional 3’ x 5’ play area.
Loft Porch is also designed for all three types of
slides, and pairs nicely with Loft XL and Cabin
Package.
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Adventure Outlook 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Outlook
• Green Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 5’ Rock Wall
• Picnic Table
• 10’ Wave Slide

Olympian Outlook 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook
• Mahogany Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Picnic Table
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Adventure Outlook 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Outlook
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Lower Floor
• Playhouse Window Wall
• Side Table with Roof
• 5’ Rock Wall
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Be sure to ask about
the four color options
for the

Double-Wall
Wave Slide!
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Adventure Outlook 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

• Adventure Outlook
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Playhouse
• Side Table with Roof
• 5’ Rock Wall
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

Be sure to ask about
the

Side Table,

available for Adventure
and Olympian Outlook
playsets.
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Adventure Outlook 4
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Outlook
• Mahogany Tarp Roof
• Olympian Summit Tower XL
w/ Rock Wall
• Tire Swivel Swing
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Accessory Arm with Trapeze Bar
• Picnic Table
• 12’ Rocket Slide

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Everyone loves the

Tire Swivel Swing,
available on any
Summit fort or
hybrid play set.
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Adventure Outlook XL 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 5’ Rock Wall XL
• Picnic Table XL
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

Olympian Outlook XL 1A
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• Picnic Table XL
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Olympian Outlook XL 1B

Olympian Outlook 1

PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• Picnic Table XL
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• Ultimate Climber

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Olympian Outlook XL 1C
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Cabin Package
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• Picnic Table XL
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• Ultimate Climber
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Adventure Outlook XL 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

• Adventure Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Playhouse
• Side Table with Roof
• 5’ Rock Wall XL
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

The

Serving Wall
encourages your
kids to use their
imagination to create
a lemonade stand or
store front.
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Titan
Treehouse
Jumbo
Olympian
Outlook
XL 2B1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

• Titan Treehouse Jumbo (7’ Deck)
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Gable Kit
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Trapeze Bar
• Fort Angle Braces
• Playhouse
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• Side Table with Roof
Inset Picture Differences:
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• Tarp Roof
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Exclusive Hybrid Playsets
As you continue to browse
through our catalog, you will see
several examples of hybrid playsets.
Wooden playsets are traditionally
made with either vertical upright
structures or angled upright structures.
Vertical structures are best for playhouses,
picnic tables, and sandboxes, while angled
structures are usually paired with tire swivel
swings.
We decided you shouldn’t have to choose between
one style or the other because children love both.
Hence, our exclusively designed, hybrid playsets
changed the game so you no longer have to choose.
Backyard Adventures hybrid playsets are totally
unique, loaded with value, and made to fit almost
any backyard, budget, or family wish list.
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Adventure Outlook XL 3

Olympian Outlook 1

PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Olympian Outlook Tower
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Picnic Table XL
• Gang Plank
• Fireman’s Pole
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

The exciting

Fireman’s Pole
is available on 5’, 6’,
and 7’ deck heights!
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Olympian Outlook XL 2A
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Cabin Package
• Olympian Outlook Balcony XL
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• 2 - Lower Floors
• Playhouse Window Wall
• Side Table with Roof
• Gang Plank
• 12’ Rocket Slide

Enclose any upper fort
with the new
Summit Outlook

Cabin Package!
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Olympian Outlook XL 2

Olympian Outlook 1

PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Olympian Outlook Balcony XL
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• Lower Floor
• Playhouse
• Side Table with Roof
• Gang Plank
• 12’ Rocket Slide

The

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Gang Plank

is a great climbing
option for any fort with
a gradual incline kids
of all ages can walk up
easily!

Your backyard... |21
19
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Olympian Outlook XL 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Olympian Outlook Balcony
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 6’ Rock Wall XL
• Lower Floor
• Playhouse
• 6’ Open Spiral Slide
• 12’ Rocket Slide

Check out this
beautiful swinging

Double Door

on our Outlook
Playhouse!
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Olympian Outlook XL 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Adventure Summit Tower XL
w/ Combo Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Accessory Arm w/ Trapeze Bar
• Playhouse
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

Add a

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Summit Tower

to an Outlook fort for a
multi-level playset.
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Olympian Outlook XL 4
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Olympian Summit Balcony XL w/ Rock Wall
• Tire Swivel Swing
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Playhouse
• Side Table with Roof
• 4 x 4 Monkey Bars
• Gang Plank
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Olympian Outlook 1

Olympian Outlook XL 5
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Outlook XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Olympian Summit Balcony XL w/ Rock Wall
• Tire Swivel Swing
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Playhouse
• Side Table with Roof
• Ultimate Climber
• Loft XL
• Cabin Package
• Loft Porch
• 7’ Spiral Tube Slide
• Gang Plank
• 12’ Rocket Slide

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

The Ultimate Climber
includes a

Chin Up Bar!
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Adventure Summit 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Summit
• Green Tarp Roof
• Accessory Arm w/ Rope Ladder
• Accessory Arm w/ Trapeze Bar
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 10’ Wave Slide

Olympian Summit 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Summit
• Mahogany Tarp Roof
• Accessory Arm w/ Rope Ladder
• Accessory Arm w/ Trapeze Bar
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Adventure Summit XL 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Summit XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Accessory Arm w/ Rope Ladder
• Accessory Arm w/ Trapeze Bar
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 10’ Double Wall Wave Slide

Slide also available in

Blue!

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Olympian Summit XL 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Summit XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Accessory Arm w/ Rope Ladder
• Accessory Arm w/ Trapeze Bar
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Adventure Summit XL 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Summit XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Accessory Arm w/ Rope Ladder
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 4x4 Monkey Bars
• 10’ Rocket Slide
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Olympian Outlook 1

Adventure Summit XL 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Summit XL
• Wood Roof
• 2 - Gable Kits
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Ultimate Climber
• Loft
• 14’ Rocket Slide

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET
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Olympian Summit XL 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Summit XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• Accessory Arm w/ Rope Ladder
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 3 - Belt Swings
• Gang Plank
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Olympian Outlook 1

Olympian Summit XL 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Summit XL
• Wood Roof
• Gable Kit
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
•Ultimate Climber
• Loft XL
• 7’ Spiral Tube Slide

The

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Wavy Rungs

create a fun and challenging
way to enter any Summit
style fort.
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Treehouse Series
For more than 35 years, our Treehouse playsets have been providing
families with loads of delightful outdoor opportunities for creativity,
adventure, imagination, socialization and plain old fun!
Fresh air activities are right outside your door with The Backyard
Adventures Treehouse Series. Give your kid’s video game thumbs a rest,
get ‘em off the couch, and into the yard. Keep an eye on everything from
indoors, or go on out and join in their excitement as they explore, discover,
learn and grow.
Let their imaginations soar as they create a fort, a pirate ship, a flying
car, a vehicle for exploring other galaxies or, well, nearly anything your
kids dream up. These beautifully designed and engineered playsets
are guaranteed to produce smiles and laughter, plus give your kids the
outdoor exercise and fun they need.
After all, play is a child’s work. Help them do their job!
• Totally modular
• Highest quality materials & construction
• Vertical upright design
• Deck heights 5’, 6’, 7’, 7.5’ and 8.5’
• Swing heights 8’, 9’ and 10’
• Slide lengths 10’, 12’ and 14’
• Connect more than one Treehouse with a Bridge
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Treehouse Base Fort Lineup
Climb! Hide ‘n Go Seek! Make believe! A Treehouse playset is something
that can grow as your children grow. You’ll enjoy the possibilities
creating a custom Treehouse with virtually endless possibilities for fun
and adventure! And your kids will love their new “home” of their own!

5’ High
Deck

Adventure Treehouse Jumbo
Deck: 64” x 64” or Over 28 sq. ft.

6’ High
Deck

Olympian Treehouse Jumbo
Deck: 64” x 64” or Over 28 sq. ft.

7’ High
Deck

Titan Treehouse Jumbo
Deck: 64” x 64” or Over 28 sq. ft.
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Space Savers
Over the years, hundreds of parents have told us that as much as they’d love a new Backyard
Adventures playset, their yards were just too restrictive to accommodate a fort, swing beam,
slide, and accessories. So this year, we’re highlighting our most popular configurations designed
exclusively for smaller spaces.
For example, the Adventure Treehouse Jumbo with 2 Position Accessory Arm is loaded with fun
activities and perfect for a corner yard location. These playsets have all the same quality and
safety features as any other Treehouse design.
Space Saver playsets may be smaller, but they don’t compromise play value! Together with your
local Backyard Adventures dealer, you can create many playset configurations with the same
features and accessories of our regular sized sets in a more compact design. You can add rock
walls, picnic tables, or sandboxes without increasing the space requirements.
Space Savers will fit in almost any yard, and still leave room for the surrounding safe area around
the playset. Visit your local Backyard Adventures dealer to learn about the ultimate space-saving
flexibility of our compact playsets and accessories!
The Free-Standing Swing Set will fit in almost any yard when you cannot fit a traditional fort and
swing beam combination in the same space. It is 8’ tall just like our fort swing beams and has
room for three swing accessories. Visit your local Backyard Adventures dealer to learn about the
ultimate space-saving flexibility of our compact playsets and accessories!
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Adventure Treehouse
Jumbo Space Saver
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Treehouse Jumbo (5’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 2 Position Accessory Arm
• Belt Swing
• Trapeze Bar
• 10’ Rocket Slide

Free-Standing Swing Set
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Free-Standing Swing Set (8’ High)
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
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Adventure Treehouse Jumbo 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Treehouse Jumbo (5’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 10’ Rocket Slide

Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Titan Treehouse Jumbo 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

• Titan Treehouse Jumbo (7’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Fort Angle Braces
• 14’ Rocket Slide
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Adventure Treehouse Jumbo 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Treehouse Jumbo (5’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 10’ Rocket Slide
• 5’ Rock Wall
• Jumbo Picnic Table

Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Jumbo Picnic Table
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Titan Treehouse Jumbo 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Treehouse Jumbo (7’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• Fort Angle Braces
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• 7’ Rock Wall
• Jumbo Picnic Table
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Adventure Treehouse Jumbo 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

• Adventure Treehouse Jumbo (5’ Deck)
• Lower Cottage
• Porch
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 10’ Rocket Slide
• 5’ Rock Wall

The

Quarry Climber

rocks are specially
made to mimic real
climbing rock like
limestone, granite, and
sandstone.
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Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• Playhouse
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• Telescope
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Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 4
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Cabin Package
• Sundeck
• Wood Roofs
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Gang Plank
• Jumbo Picnic Table

The
Backyard Adventures

Belt Swing is the

safest, highest quality
belt swing available!
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Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 5
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• Balcony
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole
• Chin-up Bars
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Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 6
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• Cabin Package
• Tower
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 2 - 12’ Rocket Slides
• 5’ 90 Degree Tube Slide
• Fireman’s Pole
• 2 - Dormers
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Olympian Outlook 1

Olympian Treehouse Jumbo 7
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo (6’ Deck)
• Lower Cottage
• Sundeck
• Lower Sundeck Floor
• Wood Roofs
• Loft
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 7’ Spiral Tube Slide
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Lower Cottage
includes a hinged gate
and doubles the play
space.
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Titan Treehouse Jumbo 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Treehouse Jumbo (7’ Deck)
• Wood Roof
• Cabin Package
• Balcony
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 7’ Spiral Tube Slide
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Olympian Outlook 1

Titan Treehouse Jumbo 4
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Treehouse Jumbo (7’ Deck)
• Playhouse
• Porch
• Lemonade Stand
• Sundeck
• Wood Roofs
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 2 - 14’ Rocket Slides
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Gang Plank

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET

Two built-in stools and
serving table come
standard with the

Lemonade Stand!
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Titan Treehouse Jumbo 5
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

REVERSE SIDE OF PLAYSET
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• Titan Treehouse Jumbo
(7’ Deck)
• Playhouse
• Porch
• Lemonade Stand
• Tower
• Wood Roofs
• Loft
• 6 - Dormers
• Balcony
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 9’ Spiral Tube Slide
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Gang Plank
• Fireman’s Pole
• Steering Wheel
• Monkey Bar
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole

Visit
backyardadventures.com
We hope you will visit our industry leading website,
intentionally designed for how you like to shop. We invite you
to register for an account at backyardadventures.com where
you can see all playsets with prices that include delivery to your
home, and in most areas prices shown include installation.
At backyardadventures.com, you will enjoy the most innovative
online shopping experience ever designed for playset
products. Our new website is fully integrated with our dealer
stores so you will have a seamless experience between visiting
the showroom and shopping from home.
We are excited for you to use our 3D playset designer to create
your dream playset. Our dealers will help you design the
perfect playset while visiting their stores, or you can design
from home and share your designs with your local dealer.
Either way, it’s always best to contact your local dealer for
professional help and to understand their installation schedule.
If you do not have a local dealer, please contact us directly
so one of our playset designers can assist you. Thank you for
considering Backyard Adventures in your search for the perfect
backyard playset!

Your backyard...
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Adventure Bridge
The Adventure Bridge is more than just a connection point for two or more playsets;
it’s a play area in and of itself. The Adventure Bridge is a perfect place for a ship’s wheel,
binoculars, telescope, periscope and of course, endless imagination. And the large area
underneath the Adventure Bridge is designed for a tire swivel swing.
With the all new Adventure Bridge, you can add up to six additional accessories to the
flex walls. This means you can add slides, a rock wall, gang plank, fireman’s pole, or more
accessories to either side of the bridge. Only Backyard Adventures has a bridge with so
much flexibility. The combinations of our Treehouse Series and Peak Series playsets with
the Adventure Bridge are endless!
Note: The points of connection for the two playsets must have the same deck height, and
design considerations may affect the point at which your two playsets are attached.

Triangle Bridge
The totally unique Triangle Bridge is a Backyard Adventures exclusive. You are no longer
limited to 90 degree angles for your forts and accessories. The Triangle Bridge attaches
two Treehouse forts at the corners and makes a 45 degree play area for additional
accessories.
The 45 degree angle also creates many new space saving opportunities. You can connect
a longer slide to one of the Treehouse forts with less space by attaching the slide so
that it travels along the back side of the other fort. The Triangle Bridge possibilities are
limitless!
Add slides, a gang plank, fireman’s pole, or an extra ladder to the flex walls on the
Triangle Bridge. Talk to your local dealer about how you can use the Triangle Bridge to
design a combo playset for your backyard.
Note: The points of connection for the two playsets must have a 1 foot difference in the
two deck heights, and design considerations may affect the point at which your two
playsets are attached.
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Treehouse
Triangle Bridge
Combo Playset
Check out this all new Treehouse
combo play system with the
Backyard Adventures exclusive
Triangle Bridge! The 45 degree
triangle bridge creates many new
space saving opportunities and is
a low cost option for connecting
two or more fort structures. Longer
slides and ramps can fit in smaller
yards when they are connected
to the 45 degree triangle bridge.
As always, this playset is fully
customizable by visiting the
playset designer at https://design.
backyardadventures.com.

PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Treehouse Jumbo
• Playhouse
• Triangle Bridge
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo
• Wood Roofs
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 7’ Open Spiral Slide
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 7’ Rock Wall
• Gang Plank
• Picnic Table

Be sure to ask about
this featured

Open Spiral Slide,
available for 5’, 6’, and
7’ high decks!
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Treehouse
Combo Playset
Get ready to say, “oh my gosh!” The Adventure
Bridge and the Triangle Bridge, Backyard
Adventures exclusives, connect multiple
playsets to create a mega-monster playground
with enough fun-fabulous activities for
everyone! See. You just said, “oh my gosh!”
Any Treehouse Combo Playset will make your
back yard the neighborhood place to be. Plus,
you’ll be able to keep an eye on all the fun
happening back in your own backyard.
Visit your local Backyard Adventures dealer for
more ideas on how to create challenging but
safe playsets that can grow with your children!
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Treehouse Combo
Playset
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Treehouse Jumbo
• Playhouse
• Loft
• Triangle Bridge
• 2 - Olympian Treehouse Jumbos
• Adventure Bridge
• Cabin Package
• Balcony
• Lower Cottage
• Porch
• Lemonade Stand
• Wood Roofs
• 8 - Dormers
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Trapeze Bar
• 9’ Spiral Tube Slide
• 2 - 14’ Rocket Slides
• 2 - 12’ Rocket Slides
• Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole
• Fireman’s Pole
• 6’ Rock Wall
• Picnic Table
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Gang Plank
• Ship’s Wheel
• Steering Wheel
• Binoculars
• Telescope
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Treehouse & Peak
Combo Playset
This is the whole nine yards! Okay, it’s not
actually nine yards; it’s just one – yours! But
when you combine Treehouse and Peak forts,
you’ll create a backyard playset that will afford
healthy, constructive fun for hours, days,
years. The Adventure Bridge can connect
two Treehouses, two Peaks, or one of each.
You can customize this combo playset in our
new Backyard Adventures Playset Designer,
and your local dealer will be glad to help in
creating the ultimate dream playset. There
are no limits to what you can create with a
Backyard Adventures playset!
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Treehouse & Peak
Combo Playset
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Treehouse Jumbo
• Triangle Bridge
• Titan Treehouse Jumbo
• Cabin Package
• Balcony
• 2 - Treehouse Jumbo Wood Roofs
• 6’ Open Spiral Slide
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• 7’ Gang Plank
• Treehouse Jumbo Picnic Table
• Adventure Bridge
• Titan Peak Junior
• Peak Junior Wood Roof
• 2 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• Fireman’s Pole
• Telescope
• Binoculars
• Ship’s Wheel

Add the

Telescope to

any playset for more
imagination play.
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Peak Series
Got a yard that’s uneven? Hey, no problem! We’ve built this one with
a “level” head, just for your backyard needs. With all the best features
of our angled upright units, the Backyard Adventures Peak Series is
specially designed to adjust for relatively un-level yards. Whether you
choose the Peak Junior (5.5’ x 5.5’ deck space) or Peak Jumbo (7.5’ x 5.5’
deck space) with gigantic triple activity wall, your back yard will be the
neighborhood hot spot!
• Modular design
• Tarp and Wood Roof options
• Highest quality construction
• Angled upright design
• Deck heights 5’, 6’, 7’, 7.5’ and 8.5’
• Swing heights 8’, 9’ and 10’
• Slide lengths 10’, 12’ and 14’
Yes! We know kids. And kids love to climb! So we’ve stocked every Peak
series playset with our most popular and super-cool climbing options:
rock wall, chain ladder/flat-step ladder combo, and accessory arm with
rope ladder. You also get a tire swivel swing and an accessory arm
with trapeze bar with every Peak fort. Make it even more kid-cool, by
customizing it with swing beams, slides, monkey bars and a loft. Ready
for takeoff! Zoom!
Pssst! Here are a few other adult-friendly features you’re gonna love.
The New Peak Series is an exclusive combination of play value, quality,
reliability and fun. Your dealer can help you design a set that’s perfect for
your space, family and budget.
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Peak Base Fort Lineup

7’ High
Deck

6’ High
Deck

5’ High
Deck

Adventure Peak Junior

Olympian Peak Junior

Titan Peak Junior

Deck: 5.5’ x 5.5’ or Over 30 sq. ft.

Deck: 5.5’ x 5.5’ or Over 30 sq. ft.

Deck: 5.5’ x 5.5’ or Over 30 sq. ft.

7’ High
Deck

6’ High
Deck

5’ High
Deck

Adventure Peak Jumbo

Olympian Peak Jumbo

Titan Peak Jumbo

Deck: 7.5’ x 5.5’ or Over 41 sq. ft.

Deck: 7.5’ x 5.5’ or Over 41 sq. ft.

Deck: 7.5’ x 5.5’ or Over 41 sq. ft.
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Adventure Peak Junior 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Peak Junior (5’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 5’ Rock Wall
• 5’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Multi-Color Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 10’ Rocket Slide

Olympian Peak Junior 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Peak Junior (6’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 6’ Rock Wall
• 6’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Multi-Color Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 12’ Rocket Slide
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Titan Peak Junior 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Peak Junior (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Multi-Color Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 14’ Rocket Slide
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Olympian Peak Junior 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Peak Junior (6’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 6’ Rock Wall
• 6’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Green Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 4x6 Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole
• Chin-up Bars
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5’ Adventure Peak Junior 2 and
7’ Titan Peak Junior 2 Available
Adventure Peak Junior 2

Titan Peak Junior 2

5’ Adventure Peak Junior 3 and
7’ Titan Peak Junior 3 Available
Adventure Peak Junior 3

Titan Peak Junior 3

Olympian Peak Junior 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Peak Junior (6’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 6’ Rock Wall
• 6’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• 4x6 Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole
• Loft
• 9’ Spiral Tube Slide
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Titan Peak Junior 4
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Peak Junior (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Green Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 7’ Spiral Tube Slide
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The Peak Series forts
are architecturally
designed to be virtually
immovable, with a
combination of superior
structural features that
make them rock solid:

Peak Structural Features
TRIPLE LOCK JOINTS

•Triple lock joints for ultimate
stability
•Double locking gussets between
legs, floor supports and roof
supports bind the mid-section to the
base
•Post and beam floor joist system
unmatched in strength and weight
bearing capacity
Ask about our recessed floor design for a
seamless transition between the inside and
outside of the play area.

DOUBLE LOCKING
GUSSETS

POST AND BEAM FLOOR JOIST SYSTEM
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Adventure Peak Jumbo 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Adventure Peak Jumbo (5’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 5’ Rock Wall
• 5’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Multi-Color Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 8’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 10’ Rocket Slide
• Fireman’s Pole

Olympian Peak Jumbo 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Olympian Peak Jumbo (6’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 6’ Rock Wall
• 6’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Multi-Color Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 9’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 12’ Rocket Slide
• Fireman’s Pole
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Titan Peak Jumbo 1
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Peak Jumbo (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Multi-Color Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• Fireman’s Pole
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Titan Peak Jumbo 2
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Peak Jumbo (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Green Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 3 - Belt Swings
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• 4x6 Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole
• Chin-up Bars
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5’ Adventure Peak Jumbo 2 and
6’ Olympian Peak Jumbo 2 Available
Adventure Peak Jumbo 2

Olympian Peak Jumbo 2

5’ Adventure Peak Jumbo 3 and
6’ Olympian Peak Jumbo 3 Available

Titan Peak Jumbo 3
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:

Adventure Peak Jumbo 3

Olympian Peak Jumbo 3

• Titan Peak Jumbo (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Wood Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• 4x6 Monkey Bars
• Loft
• 7’ Spiral Tube Slide
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Titan Peak Jumbo 4
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Peak Jumbo (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Green Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• 3 - 14’ Rocket Slide
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Titan Peak Jumbo 5
PLAYSET SHOWN WITH:
• Titan Peak Jumbo (7’ Deck)
with Standard Features
• 7’ Rock Wall
• 7’ Chain Ladder
• Tire Swivel Swing
• Rope Ladder
• Trapeze Bar
• Green Tarp Roof
• 3 Position 10’ Swing Beam
• Steel Reinforced Beam Kit
• 2 - Belt Swings
• 14’ Rocket Slide
• 4x6 Monkey Bars
• Monkey Bar Fireman’s Pole
• Chin-up Bars
• Gang Plank
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ACCESSORIES FOR SUMMIT OUTLOOK,
TREEHOUSE, AND PEAK SERIES PLAYSETS

SUMMIT OUTLOOK WOOD ROOF
W/ GABLE KIT

SUMMIT OUTLOOK GREEN
TARP ROOF

SUMMIT OUTLOOK MAHOGANY
TARP ROOF

OUTLOOK ROCK WALL

OUTLOOK PLAYHOUSE

OUTLOOK SIDE TABLE W/ ROOF

SUMMIT OUTLOOK GANG PLANK

SUMMIT OUTLOOK
MONKEY BARS

ADVENTURE OUTLOOK TOWER

ADVENTURE OUTLOOK
TOWER XL

GABLE KIT IS OPTIONAL
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CAN ADD GABLE KIT

CAN ADD GABLE KIT

We have lots of playset accessories to fit your family’s needs. Do you have an aspiring chef or a fearless little ninja in your house? A
playhouse with side table or lemonade stand and our new kitchenette might be the perfect imagination space for your junior chef
to create signature dishes. The Ultimate Climber could be the perfect training ground for up and coming ninja. Each playset series
has unique features to help you create your perfect backyard play system. We offer many swing accessories for a variety of high
flying adventures. You can enlarge any Treehouse or Outlook fort by adding a balcony, tower, or sundeck. And don’t forget about fun
toys like a telescope or ship’s wheel that will turn your playset into a imaginative pirate ship.

OLYMPIAN OUTLOOK TOWER

OLYMPIAN OUTLOOK
BALCONY XL

OLYMPIAN OUTLOOK TOWER XL

ADVENTURE OUTLOOK BALCONY

ADVENTURE SUMMIT TOWER XL - ADVENTURE SUMMIT TOWER XL ROCK WALL
COMBO LADDER

ADVENTURE OUTLOOK
BALCONY XL

OLYMPIAN OUTLOOK BALCONY

OLYMPIAN SUMMIT TOWER XL ROCK WALL

OLYMPIAN SUMMIT TOWER XL COMBO LADDER
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ADVENTURE SUMMIT BALCONY
XL - ROCK WALL

ADVENTURE SUMMIT BALCONY
XL - COMBO LADDER

OLYMPIAN SUMMIT BALCONY XL
- ROCK WALL

OLYMPIAN SUMMIT BALCONY XL
- COMBO LADDER

SUMMIT OUTLOOK
CABIN PACKAGE

SUMMIT OUTLOOK
ULTIMATE CLIMBER

SUMMIT OUTLOOK LOFT

SUMMIT OUTLOOK LOFT XL

SUMMIT OUTLOOK LOFT PORCH

SUMMIT OUTLOOK KITCHENETTE

TREEHOUSE SUNDECK

TREEHOUSE TOWER

TREEHOUSE BALCONY

TREEHOUSE CABIN PACKAGE

TREEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE
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TREEHOUSE PORCH

TREEHOUSE LOWER COTTAGE

TREEHOUSE LEMONADE STAND

TREEHOUSE JUMBO PICNIC TABLE

TREEHOUSE LOWER FLOOR

TREEHOUSE ROCK WALL

TREEHOUSE WOOD ROOF

TREEHOUSE TARP ROOF

TREEHOUSE DORMER

TREEHOUSE TRIANGLE BRIDGE

TREEHOUSE/PEAK
ADVENTURE BRIDGE

TREEHOUSE/PEAK LOFT

TREEHOUSE/PEAK 4X6
MONKEY BARS

TREEHOUSE/PEAK GANG PLANK

TREEHOUSE 2 POSITION
ACCESSORY ARM
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SUMMIT OUTLOOK 3 POSITION
SWING BEAM

TREEHOUSE/PEAK 2 POSITION
SWING BEAM

TREEHOUSE/PEAK 3 POSITION
SWING BEAM

TREEHOUSE/PEAK 4 POSITION
SWING BEAM

BELT SWING

TRAPEZE BAR

TODDLER BUCKET

INFANT SWING

ROCKET RIDER

MEGA RIDER

TIRE SWIVEL SWING

TIRE SWING

WOODEN SWING

FIREMAN’S POLE
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MONKEY BAR FIREMAN’S POLE

10’ ROCKET SLIDE

12’ ROCKET SLIDE

14’ ROCKET SLIDE

RACING ROCKET SLIDES

DOUBLE-WALL WAVE SLIDE

WAVE SLIDE

OPEN SPIRAL SLIDE

SPIRAL TUBE SLIDE

90 DEGREE TURN TUBE SLIDE

STRAIGHT TUBE SLIDE

SHIP’S WHEEL

STEERING WHEEL

BINOCULARS

TELESCOPE
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Un-Level Yard Installation
Backyard Adventures dealers are experts at designing
and installing our playsets to fit almost any backyard
layout. The creative playset designers at your local store
will take the time to understand the unique features
of your play area. They will work with you to create the
perfect backyard playground for your family.
Backyard Adventures dealers have perfected the art
of custom playset design, and here you can see a few
examples of their creativity. Our dealers can order special
fort uprights in various lengths to create amazing play
systems for the most unique settings.
If you feel your backyard is not suited for a premium play
system, contact your local Backyard Adventures dealer
before you decide on compromising for a smaller playset.
You might just be surprised what one of our authorized
Backyard Adventures dealers can do for your family and
your backyard!
*Additional fees may apply for un-level yard installations.
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Safety & Maintenance
Choose the safest possible location for your Backyard Adventures playset.
It is very important to assemble your playset level, so it can rest securely
on the ground. You should also maintain a safe play area around your play
system. Ideally, any stationary component such as a fort, ladder, slide, or
rock wall should be no less than six feet from any structure or obstruction
including a fence, tree, electrical wires, curbing, or a house.

Choose the most sensible ground cover for your dedicated play area.
You have many options when it comes to ground cover; to name a few, wood
chips, sand, pea-gravel, or rubber mulch. You may also choose to just place
your set directly on the grass or artificial turf. (Although grass is not the
ideal cover for the safest play, it is common.) An absolute no-no is to
place your playset over concrete or asphalt, regardless if you add any of
the above listed ground covers.

Take care of your playset just like any other big investment.
Periodic tightening of nuts and bolts will ensure the safety of your
children while at play. In addition, an annual “tune-up” for your playset is
highly recommended. Please contact your local dealer to inquire about
their service program, which may include a complete safety check,
playset cleaning, light sanding where needed, hardware tightening and
last but not least, an application of Backyard Adventures original stain.
By doing so, your investment is sure to last a lifetime!

Authorized Backyard Adventures dealers … priceless.
Our Dealers are there for YOU! They are ready and willing to help you
make the perfect choice when it comes to choosing your playset, location,
installation, or ground cover. After you purchase your playset, your local
dealer is just a call away to assist you in adding additional fun accessories
or helping you maintain the luster of your playset. You can always purchase
Backyard Adventures Wood Glow stain at your local dealer store. They can
even move or assist you in moving your playset to a different location if
necessary. We are proud of our Dealer network and know you will be as well.
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Treehouse and Peak Series WARRANTY
This Limited Warranty applies to products manufactured by or on behalf of BACKYARD
ADVENTURES®, Inc. under the Treehouse™ Series and Peak™ Series.
All wood, Rocket Slides™, Super Slides, Turbo Slides, Mega Slides, powder-coated
steel components, and hardware are covered by a Limited Lifetime Warranty, that is,
they are warranted for so long as the original owner owns such parts, accessories and
components against rot and decay or defects in workmanship and materials that affect
the structural integrity of the parts, accessories and components. In the event of any rot,
decay or defect during the period, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will remedy the defect
as described herein, without charge to the purchaser for parts, as soon as practical. The
remedy will consist of repair or replacement of the product, or refund of the purchase
price, at the discretion of BACKYARD ADVENTURES® after opportunity to inspect the
alleged defect or photographs thereof. However, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will not
elect to refund the purchase price unless it is unable to provide a replacement, and
repair is not commercially practicable or cannot be made within a reasonable time. All
freight and labor charges will be the responsibility of the purchaser.
BACKYARD ADVENTURES®, Inc. warrants that this product will be free from defects
in materials and workmanship for a period of five (5) years from the original date of
purchase. This five (5) year warranty covers all parts not mentioned in the above
Limited Lifetime Warranty. In the event of any such defect during the five year
warranty period, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will remedy the defect as described
herein, without charge to the purchaser for parts, as soon as practical. The remedy
will consist of repair or replacement of the product, or refund of the purchase price, at
the discretion of BACKYARD ADVENTURES® after opportunity to inspect the alleged
defect or photographs thereof. However, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will not elect to
refund the purchase price unless it is unable to provide a replacement, and repair is not
commercially practicable or cannot be made within a reasonable time. All freight and
labor charges will be the responsibility of the purchaser.
In addition, within the first 30 days from date of purchase, BACKYARD ADVENTURES®
will replace any parts found to be missing from or damaged in the original packaging.
This warranty applies to the original owner and registrant only and is non-transferable.
Regular maintenance is required to assure maximum life and performance of this
product and failure by the owner to maintain the product according to the maintenance
requirements may void this warranty. Maintenance guidelines are provided in the
Owner’s Manual.
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This Limited Warranty does not cover:
•
Labor for any inspection.
•
Labor for replacement of any defective item(s).
•
Incidental or consequential damages.
•
Cosmetic defects which do not affect performance or integrity of a part or the entire
product cosmetic flaws occurring under normal use, such as surface scratches,
minor chips, hairline cracks, dents, marring, efflorescence, color fade, discoloration,
corrosion/rust, fraying, or warping.
•
Products to which non-Backyard Adventure parts have been added or substituted.
•
Damage due to environmental factors (such as wind-blown sand, salt spray, or
airborne emissions from industrial sources).
•
Vandalism, improper use, failure due to loading or use beyond the capacities stated
in the applicable Assembly Manual.
•
Acts of nature including but not limited to wind, storms, sandstorms, lightning,
tornadoes, earthquakes, hail, floods, excessive water exposure.
•
Improper installation including but not limited to failure by the installer to follow
all instructions, guides or directions, or failure to use the appropriate Concrete
Anchoring Kit.
•
Installation on uneven, un-level, or soft ground.
•
Minor twisting, warping, checking, or any other natural occurring properties of
wood that do not affect performance or integrity.
•
Freight and/or shipping costs for replacement parts.
Backyard Adventures does not warrant that any color will be available for any specific
period, and reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to discontinue any color for any
reason.
BACKYARD ADVENTURES® products have been designed for safety and quality. Any
modifications made to the original product could damage the structural integrity of the
unit leading to failure and possible injury. Modification of the original product voids any
and all warranties and BACKYARD ADVENTURES® assumes no liability for any modified
products or consequences resulting from failure of a modified product.
These Limited Warranties apply to play sets purchased for and/or used in RESIDENTIAL
USE ONLY.
This Warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have other rights as well which
vary from state to state or province to province. This warranty excludes all consequential
damages, however, some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of consequential
damages and therefore this limitation may not apply to you.

Summit Outlook Series WARRANTY
This Limited Warranty by BACKYARD ADVENTURES® applies to products manufactured
under the Summit Outlook™ Series name and all other products sold to Dealers
intended for private label use.
All wood, Rocket Slides™, powder-coated steel components, and hardware are
warranted for ten (10) years from the original date of purchase against rot and decay or
defects in workmanship and materials that affect the structural integrity of the parts,
accessories and components. In the event of any rot, decay or defect during the ten
year warranty period, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will remedy the defect as described
herein, without charge to the purchaser for parts, as soon as practical. The remedy
will consist of repair or replacement of the product, or refund of the purchase price, at
the discretion of BACKYARD ADVENTURES® after opportunity to inspect the alleged
defect or photographs thereof. However, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will not elect to
refund the purchase price unless it is unable to provide a replacement, and repair is not
commercially practicable or cannot be made within a reasonable time. All freight and
labor charges will be the responsibility of the purchaser.
BACKYARD ADVENTURES®, Inc. warrants that this product will be free from defect
in materials and workmanship for a period of two (2) years from the original date of
purchase. This two (2) year warranty covers all parts not mentioned in the above ten
(10) year warranty. In the event of any such defect during the two year warranty period,
BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will remedy the defect as described herein, without
charge to the purchaser for parts, as soon as practical. The remedy will consist of
repair or replacement of the product, or refund of the purchase price, at the discretion
of BACKYARD ADVENTURES® after opportunity to inspect the alleged defect or
photographs thereof. However, BACKYARD ADVENTURES® will not elect to refund
the purchase price unless it is unable to provide a replacement, and repair is not
commercially practicable or cannot be made within a reasonable time. All freight and
labor charges will be the responsibility of the purchaser.
In addition, within the first 30 days from date of purchase, BACKYARD ADVENTURES®
will replace any parts found to be missing from or damaged in the original packaging.
This warranty applies to the original owner and registrant only and is non-transferable.
Regular maintenance is required to assure maximum life and performance of this
product and failure by the owner to maintain the product according to the maintenance
requirements may void this warranty. Maintenance guidelines are provided in the
Owner’s Manual.

This Limited Warranty does not cover:
•
Labor for any inspection.
•
Labor for replacement of any defective item(s).
•
Incidental or consequential damages.
•
Cosmetic defects which do not affect performance or integrity of a part or the entire
product cosmetic flaws occurring under normal use, such as surface scratches,
minor chips, hairline cracks, dents, marring, efflorescence, color fade, discoloration,
corrosion/rust, fraying, or warping.
•
Products to which non-Backyard Adventure parts have been added or substituted.
•
Damage due to environmental factors (such as wind-blown sand, salt spray, or
airborne emissions from industrial sources).
•
Vandalism, improper use, failure due to loading or use beyond the capacities stated
in the applicable Assembly Manual.
•
Acts of nature including but not limited to wind, storms, sandstorms, lightning,
tornadoes, earthquakes, hail, floods, excessive water exposure.
•
Improper installation including but not limited to failure by the installer to follow
all instructions, guides or directions, or failure to use the appropriate Concrete
Anchoring Kit.
•
Installation on uneven, un-level, or soft ground.
•
Minor twisting, warping, checking, or any other natural occurring properties of
wood that do not affect performance or integrity.
•
Freight and/or shipping costs for replacement parts.
BACKYARD ADVENTURES® products have been designed for safety and quality. Any
modifications made to the original product could damage the structural integrity of the
unit leading to failure and possible injury. Modification of the original product voids any
and all warranties and BACKYARD ADVENTURES® assumes no liability for any modified
products or consequences resulting from failure of a modified product.
This product is warranted for RESIDENTIAL USE ONLY. Under no circumstance should
a BACKYARD ADVENTURES® Summit Outlook™ Series product or any private label
product be used in public settings such as schools, churches, playgrounds, parks,
day cares and the like. Such use may lead to product failure and potential injury. Any
and all public use will void this warranty. Backyard Adventures® disclaims all other
representations and warranties of any kind, expressed or implied.
This Warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have other rights as well which
vary from state to state or province to province. This warranty excludes all consequential
damages, however, some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of consequential
damages and therefore this limitation may not apply to you.
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Non-Residential Use One Year Limited Warranty and Limited Non-Residential Requirements
This Limited Warranty and Limited Non-Residential Requirements by Backyard
Adventures applies to playset products: (i) manufactured under the Treehouse®
series and Peak® series brands (collectively the “Brands”): (ii) purchased by the
ultimate consumer entity from an authorized dealer of the Brands; (iii) installed by
that dealer or a contractor engaged by such authorized dealer and such installation
includes compliance with Backyard Adventures installation information, guides and
directions, using an approved Concrete Anchoring Kit; (iv) installed in a location that
is not accessible to the general public (such access only available to participants of the
consumer entity programs); (v) where all use of the playsets by such participants is
supervised by a responsible adult, and (vi) where the installation and use of the playsets
are in compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and ordinances, including but
not limited to permitting, inspection, and limitation of number of users, if any; (vii)
designed without an attached swing beam or swing accessories of any kind.
Backyard Adventures warrants that for a period of one year from the purchase date
of the product from the dealer, (a) the wood, hardware, swings, slides, and accessories
are free from defect in materials and workmanship, and (ii) all wood parts are free from
rot and decay. Refer to the schedule below for charges associated with replacement
of parts under this Limited Warranty. In addition, Backyard Adventures will replace
any parts within the first 30 days from date of purchase found to be missing from or
damaged in the original packaging.
This warranty applies to the original owner and registrant and is non-transferable.
Regular maintenance is required to assure maximum life and performance of this
product and failure by the owner to maintain the product according to the maintenance
requirements may void this warranty. Maintenance guidelines are provided in the
Owner’s Manual.
This Limited Warranty does not cover:
•
Labor for any inspection.
•
Labor for replacement of any defective item(s).
•
Incidental or consequential damages.
•
Cosmetic defects which do not affect performance or integrity of a part or the entire
product cosmetic flaws occurring under normal use, such as surface scratches,
minor chips, hairline cracks, dents, marring, efflorescence, color fade, discoloration,
corrosion/rust, fraying, or warping.
•
Products to which non-Backyard Adventure parts have been added or substituted.
•
Damage due to environmental factors (such as wind-blown sand, salt spray, or
airborne emissions from industrial sources).
•
Vandalism, improper use, failure due to loading or use beyond the capacities stated
in the applicable Assembly Manual.
•
Acts of nature including but not limited to wind, storms, sandstorms, lightning,
tornadoes, earthquakes, hail, floods, excessive water exposure.
•
Improper installation including but not limited to failure by the installer to follow
all instructions, guides or directions, or failure to use the appropriate Concrete
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•
•
•
•

Anchoring Kit.
Installation on uneven, un-level, or soft ground.
Minor twisting, warping, checking, or any other natural occurring properties of
wood that do not affect performance or integrity.
Freight and/or shipping costs for replacement parts.
Backyard Adventures does not warrant that any color will be available for any
specific period, and reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to discontinue any color
for any reason.

Backyard Adventures products have been designed for safety and quality. Any
modifications made to the original product could damage the structural integrity of the
unit leading to failure and possible injury. Modification voids any and all warranties and
Backyard Adventures assumes no liability for any modified products or consequences
resulting from failure of a modified product.
This product is warranted for RESIDENTIAL AND LIMITED NON-RESIDENTIAL USE
ONLY. Limited Non-Residential Use is defined as installation and use by home day care
facilities, churches, pre-schools with a limited student population. Backyard Adventures
reserves the right to approve additional light commercial settings on a case by case
basis. Under no circumstances should a Brand playset be installed and used in an
unsupervised, public settings such as schools, churches, playgrounds, parks, day care
centers and the like where there is more than a limited student population or any of the
other conditions set forth in this Limited Warranty are not strictly adhered to. Use in a
prohibited setting may lead to product failure and potential injury. Any and all public
use in a prohibited setting will void this warranty. Backyard Adventures disclaims all
other representations and warranties of any kind, express or implied.
This Limited Warranty does not apply to any Backyard Adventures playsets or products
other than the specified Brands or to any product whatsoever purchased from any
source other than an authorized dealer of Backyard Adventures.
This Limited Warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have other rights as
well which vary from state to state or province to province. This warranty excludes all
consequential damages, however, some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion
of consequential damages and therefore this limitation may not apply to you.
To make a Warranty claim, send complete information regarding any product defect,
including: (i) a copy of the original receipt for purchase, (ii) acceptance of installation
documentation, (iii) a description, including pictures wherever possible, describing,
defining and showing such defect. Such information should be sent to:
BACKYARD ADVENTURES
3001 N. Rouse Ave.
Pittsburg, KS 66762
ATTENTION: Customer Service, Warranty Claims Department
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Introducing....our Summit Outlook Series! Look inside for more details.

